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This comment provides highly relevant suggestions. Whether or not this paper fits in the
scope of SOIL has to be judged by the editors but the criteria:”understanding the soil
system and its interaction with humans” as well as :”emphasis on studies that integrate
soil science with other sciences” would both seem to fit perfectly well.

The discussion of threshold values of ecosystem service indicators has received much
more emphasis in the revised paper. Dr. Finke was correct in stating that this aspect was
not well articulated. Research on meaningful thresholds is needed and requires, again,
research input in an inter- and transdisciplinary context.

The attitudes of farmers has been described somewhat differently now by emphasizing
only confusion and, above all, the need for clarity.Also, more emphasis is given to meeting
thresholds of a series of ecosystem services. Different farming systems being promoted
now can certainly be a source of inspiration but the final verdict about meeting thresholds
applies to all systems ( also possibly new ones!). Again: clarity!

It is, in my view, not possible to provide a table showing how the various farming systems
can meet SDG demands. There is much variation and systematic investigation of
indicators for ecosystem services ( that would be the basis for such a table) simply does
not exist.

Correct, Lighthouses don’t represent a starting point They result from successful Living
Labs.

The regional context of indicators forms a valid poit of discussion. I have added the
citation of de Vries et al but also mention the :”tragedy of the Commons” dilemma. Real
engagement of farmers ( and other land users) will only materialize, I feel, when they
know what to aim for on their particular farm.

It is indeed good to emphasize that the discussion focuses on environmental aspects of
sustainable development, as framed by the SDGs. But next to the environment there are,
of course, the important social and economic considerations. The environment is not the
only game in town.

The Australians don’t have to worry because the SDGs apply worldwide but in a journal of
the European Geosciences Union , the EC with its Green Deal cannot be omitted.



Interesting question about the “WE”. In fact, governmental policies in democratic societies
reflect ( ideally) a “WE”, warts and all. I feel that success at farm level Living Lab studies
would initially be well served by emphasizing the :”WE:” formed by farmers and
researchers who should, of course, be aware of societal demands. Outside communication
would be so much better when there are successful Lighthouse examples later on. I don’t
think it would work if large groups of various people with various interests would guide
Living Lab activities right from the start. I have rephfased the text and time will tell what
will work best in practice.

Indeed, when a threshold is not met , a soil cannot be healthy. But soil biologists have not
come up yet with clear indicators, let alone, thresholds. They may in future but until that
time proxies may be needed.
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